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Abstract
Silver-Russell syndrome is an imprinting disorder characterized by severe intrauterine and postnatal growth retardation. The
majority of patients show loss of methylation (LOM) of the H19/IGF2 IG-DMR (ICR1) in 11p15.5. In ~10% of these
patients aberrant methylation of additional imprinted loci on other chromosomes than 11 can be observed (multilocus
imprinting defect –MLID). Recently, genomic variations in the ICR1 have been associated with disturbed methylation of the
ICR1. In addition, variants in factors contributing to the life cycle of imprinting are discussed to cause aberrant imprinting,
including MLID. These variants can either be identified in the patients with imprinting disorders themselves or in their
mothers. We performed comprehensive studies to elucidate the role of both cis-acting variants in 11p15.5 as well as of
maternal effect variants in the etiology of ICR1 LOM. Whereas copy number analysis and next generation sequencing in the
ICR1 did not provide any evidence for a variant, search for maternal effect variants in 21 mothers of patients with ICR1
LOM identified two carriers of NLRP5 variants. By considering our results as well as those from the literature, we conclude
that the causes for epimutations are heterogeneous. MLID might be regarded as an own etiological subgroup, associated with
maternal effect variants in NLRP and functionally related genes. In addition, these variants might also contribute to LOM of
single imprinted loci. Furthermore, genomic variants in the patients themselves might result in aberrant methylation patterns
and need further investigation.

Introduction

Silver–Russell syndrome (SRS, OMIM 180860) is a con-
genital imprinting disorder, characterized by severe intrau-
terine and postnatal growth retardation, relative
macrocephaly, a protruding forehead, body asymmetry,
feeding difficulties and further less frequent features (for
review: ref. [1]). In 30–60% of patients molecular dis-
turbances of the imprinting control region 1 (ICR1) in
11p15.5 can be observed, consisting of loss of methylation

(LOM) of the H19/IGF2 IG-DMR (differentially methy-
lated region) in the majority of cases, and copy number
variations (duplications, deletions). In peripheral lympho-
cytes of nearly 10% of SRS patients with ICR1 LOM,
aberrant methylation of additional imprinted loci on other
chromosomes than 11 can be observed (so-called multilocus
imprinting disturbance – MLID [2]). However, MLID
commonly occurs in mosaic state, and by testing additional
tissues the number of positive MLID cases in the ICR1
LOM cohort increases up to 38% [3]. MLID is also
detectable in other imprinting disorders, in particular in the
overgrowth disorder Beckwith–Wiedemann syndrome
(BWS; OMIM 130650) where it accounts for more than
12% of cases.

The ICR1 regulates the fine-tuned expression of two
imprinted genes in 11p15.5, the paternally expressed
growth factor IGF2, and the maternally expressed H19 gene
(for review: ref. [4]). It includes several binding and
recognition sites for methylation-specific DNA binding
factors (Fig. 1). The maternal ICR1 allele is unmethylated
and enables the binding of the CCCTC-binding factor
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(CTCF). The binding of CTCF is required to maintain the
unmethylated status of the allele and to inhibit the interac-
tion of the IGF2 promoters with downstream enhancer
motifs that are shared between IGF2 and H19 (for review:
ref. [5]). Vice versa, the paternal ICR1 copy is methylated,
thereby preventing the binding of CTCF and allowing the
expression of IGF2. Among other factors, the KRAB zinc
finger protein ZFP57 [6] mediates the maintenance of the
paternal ICR1 methylation marks but also of other paternal
as well as maternal imprints during embryonic epigenetic
reprogramming. Both CTCF and ZFP57 binding sites
cluster in the repetitive modules of the ICR1 [7]. Genomic
variants in ZFP57 have previously been identified to cause
hypomethylation of specific genes, associated with the
imprinting disorder TNDM (transient neonatal diabetes
mellitus) [8]. However, variants affecting the function of
ZFP57 have been excluded to contribute to both ICR1 LOM
in SRS or imprinting control region 2 (ICR2) LOM in BWS
[9, 10]. In addition, the ICR1 also harbors binding sites for
the pluripotency factors OCT4 and SOX2. Recently,
genomic variations in the ICR1 have been associated with
LOM in SRS and gain of methylation (GOM) in BWS
[11, 12]. Additionally, copy number variations of different
extent spanning several of the binding sites and repetitive
modules of the ICR1 can be observed in SRS and BWS
patients, but also in healthy individuals (for review:
ref. [13]), which therefore allow further delineation of
functional elements in 11p15.5.

In addition to these cis-acting elements in 11p15.5, var-
iants in factors contributing to the establishment, main-
tenance and erasure of imprinting marks during development
have been identified to cause aberrant imprinting. These
variants can be detected either in the patients themselves
(e.g. in the aforementioned gene ZFP57 [8]) or in their
mothers (for review: ref. [14]). In particular, the primordial
germ cells of a developing embryo as well as the (early)
embryo itself undergo an epigenetic reprogramming. In the
early embryo, maternally-provided factors in the ooplasm
are required for the maintenance of the imprinting marks. In
case the mother carries variants in one of the genes encoding
these factors, aberrant imprints occur in their offspring

(so-called maternal-effect variant). In fact, there is a growing
number of reports corroborating this observation (for review:
ref. [14]). Several of these genes are members of the NLRP
gene family, among them NLRP2, NLRP5, and NLRP7.
Maternal-effect variants in all three genes have been postu-
lated to be associated with reproductive problems, including
pregnancy losses, infertility, and MLID in liveborn children.
As mentioned before, MLID is present in a significant
number of patients with SRS and BWS, and in fact children
born to mothers with NLPR2, NLRP5, and NLRP7 maternal
effect variants often exhibit features of these imprinting
disorders [15–18].

In addition to genomic factors modifying the imprinting
patterns in an individual, also environmental factors are
discussed to affect the embryonic reprogramming. Since
several years it is known that ART technologies can affect
the methylation status of some genes in mammals (e.g. refs.
[19, 20]), and it has been suggested that the establishment
and maintenance of DNA methylation of imprinted
regions might be disturbed by the use of fertility drugs as
well as by in-vitro culture of embryos. On the other
hand, infertility itself might be regarded as a risk factor
for congenital anomalies, including imprinting disorders
(e.g. ref. [21]).

Based on these observations, we performed comprehen-
sive studies to elucidate the role of both cis-acting variants
in 11p15.5 as well as of maternal effect variants in the
etiology of ICR1 LOM in a cohort of SRS patients.

Patients

The total study cohort consisted of 83 patients ascertained
for routine molecular diagnostics of SRS, some of these
patients have been reported in previous studies (e.g. refs.
[17, 18, 22]). In case clinical data were provided, clinical
scoring for SRS was performed by applying the Netchine-
Harbison (NH) scoring system [1]. The study was approved
by the Ethical Review Board of the University Hospital
Aachen (Germany). In all patients, DNA was extracted from
peripheral lymphocytes. In 21 families, genomic DNA
samples from the mothers were available.

Fig. 1 Structure of the ICR1 in 11p15.5 containing A and B-type
repeats as well as CTCF and ZFP57 binding sites (yellow lollipops)
and OCT4 binding sites (red pentagon) based on reports from the
literature and predicted consensus sequences (hg19). ZFP57 binding

sites on the reverse strand are not shown (for detailed information see
ref. [7]). The whole region with its binding sites was covered by the
11p15.5-NGS assay
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Materials and Methods

Methylation-specific assays

All samples (n= 83) were screened for 11p15 copy number
variations (CNVs) and aberrant methylation of the imprin-
ted loci in 11p15 (H19/IGF2 IG-DMR, KCNQ1OT1 TSS
DMR) and two loci on chromosome 7 (GRB10 alt-TSS
DMR (chr7p12); MEST alt-TSS DMR (chr 7q32)) by
methylation-specific multiplex ligation-dependent probe
amplification (MS-MLPA) assays (kits ME030, ME032;
MRC Holland, Amsterdam, NL). Testing for further
imprinted loci associated with imprinting disorders was
performed either by MS MLPA (ME032, ME034; MRC
Holland) or by a methylation-specific single nucleotide
primer extension (MS-SNuPE) assay [23]. The loci exam-
ined included: PLAGL1 TSS alt-DMR (chr6q24), IGF2R
Int2 DMR (chr6q25), MEG3 TSS DMR (chr14q32),
SNURF TSS DMR (chr15q11.2), GNAS-AS1 TSS DMR
(chr20q13.32), and GNAS A/B TSS DMR (chr20q13.32).

CNV analysis

For the detection of further genomic imbalances in ICR1
LOM patients (n= 34) either the Affymetrix GeneChip®-
Genome-Wide Human SNP 6.0-Array or the CytoScan®
HD Array (Affymetrix, Santa Clara/CA, USA) were used.
In general, CNVs > 200 kb with a mean marker distance of
< 5 kb were considered, but the ICR1 and ICR2 regions in
11p15 were analyzed on single SNP or probe basis.

NGS analyses

To determine cis-acting SNVs in 11p15.5 in ICR1 LOM
carriers (n= 23), a targeted NGS panel (Nextera rapid
capture custom enrichment) was designed using the Illu-
mina Design Studio (Illumina, San Diego/CA, USA). The
panel comprised the CTCF/ZFP57 and OCT4/SOX2 bind-
ing sites (Fig. 1) and spanned the whole ICR1 and ICR2
regions (hg 19: 1,742,917–2,911,076).

For the analysis of the mothers of ICR1 LOM carriers
(n= 21), the custom enrichment included the NLRP genes
and two additional genes suggested as candidate genes for
MLID and setting of imprinting marks (NLRP2–14,
TRIM28, and KHDC3L). This assay has been reported
previously [24] (for the used transcripts see suppl. Table 1).

Library preparation was carried out following the man-
ufacturer’s protocol. DNA fragmentation was achieved by
enzymatic tagmentation. The libraries were sequenced on a
MiSeq benchtop Sequencer with 2 × 151 cycles and the v2
reagent kit using paired end reads. Primary data (fast q) was
aligned to the hg19 reference genome and then processed by
the integrated MiSeq Reporter software to generate vcf

(variant call format) files. Variant annotation was carried
out using the Illumina Variant Studio (version 2.2.3). For
the detection of maternal effect variant, the following filters
were applied to reduce the number of detected variants. In a
first step variants with a minor allele frequency (MAF) >1%
were excluded from analysis [1000 Genomes project data-
base (April 2012 phase 1 call set) or in the Exome Variant
Server (NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project (ESP),
Seattle, WA (evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS) [November 2012
accessed)]. In a second step synonymous variants were
excluded.

For the chromosome 11p15.5 region NGS assay the
averaged target region coverage (20×) was >90%, for the
maternal effect variant panel it was >97% (20×).

Results

By routine diagnostic testing for SRS, 83 patients were
identified to carry an ICR1 LOM (suppl. Table 2). In 46
patients, sufficient clinical data were available to apply the
clinical NH score: in 40 patients the clinical diagnosis could
be confirmed because they showed at least 4 out of 6 items
included in the NH score, whereas in six patients <3 of the
six features were present. Data on the mode of conception
were available in 34 families: seven patients were born after
assisted reproduction (IvF, ICSI)(~20.6%).

Testing for further imprinted loci revealed a MLID in
10.4% (n= 9). As reported previously, search for maternal
effect variants identified putative variants affecting the
function of NLRP2, NLRP5, and PADI6 in mothers of three
of these patients ([17, 18]; supplementary table 2). In eight
of these patients the clinical data indicated a SRS (≥4 NH
score items), in another patient only two features were
present.

MS-MLPA analysis did not show any copy number
variation (CNV) at the imprinted loci tested. By genome-
wide SNP array analysis in 35 patients, no clinically rele-
vant deletions or duplications could be detected, neither in
11p15.5 nor in other chromosomal regions.

The targeted NGS approach aiming to identify SNVs in
11p15.5 in 23 patients did not reveal any evidence for
functionally relevant genomic variants in the OCT4/SOX2
and CTCF/ZFP57 binding sites.

In the 21 mothers of patients with isolated ICR1 LOM,
we identified two rare and possibly variants affecting the
function of NLRP5 (9.5%) (Table 1) but neither in NLRP2
and NLRP7 nor in one of the other targeted genes we
identified any variant of putative pathogenic relevance.

In the mother of patient SRS-35, heterozygosity for the
NLRP5 variant NM_153447.4:c.68 T > A (p.(Val23Asp);
rs753824534) was identified, it was also present in the
child. The patient was the first child of healthy unrelated
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parents, a family history of reproductive failure and abor-
tions was not reported. Clinically, the patient showed 4 out
of 6 features from the NH score, he did not exhibit relative
macrocephaly and feeding difficulties.

Heterozygosity for the NLRP5 variant NM_153447.4:
c.3259 G > A (p.(Glu1087Lys), rs762535392) was detected
in the mother of patient SRS38, it was not inherited to the
patient. This patient showed all NH scoring items. Family
history was unremarkable, too.

In fact, both variants have been listed in the databases but
they are rare in control cohorts with very low MAFs (minor
allele frequency). Their occurrence in control datasets is
compatible with their nature as maternal-effect variant, as
they are only identified as functionally relevant in women
during pregnancy. The pathogenicity prediction for the two
variants is differing (Table 1). The variant c.68 T > A (p.
(Val23Asp) is predicted as deleterious or pathogenic by two
variant effect prediction programs, whereas mutation taster
indicates that it is an apathogenic variant. It does not affect
any of the known functional domains but a functional sig-
nificance cannot be excluded. In contrast to the rather
pathogenic nature of p.(Val23Asp), the variant c.3259 G >
A (p.(Glu1087Lys) is categorized as benign by all applied
prediction tools. It lies within the 12th leucine rich repeat
(LRR) of NLRP5 which are postulated to function as ligand
sensors of NLRP proteins [25].

Discussion

Though the association of ICR1 LOM with SRS has been
established more than 10 years ago [26], its underlying
cause is still unknown. However, with the increasing
identification of cis-acting elements in 11p15.5 influencing
the imprinting status of the ICR1 [13, 27, 28] and of
maternal-effect variants probably affecting the maintenance
of imprints in the oocyte (for review: ref. [29]), there is
growing evidence that a significant number of cases with
ICR1 LOM in SRS and GOM in BWS can be regarded as
secondary epimutations caused primarily by genomic var-
iants, either in the patient or his/her mother. By analyzing a
cohort of ICR1 LOM carriers and their mothers for cis-
acting factors and maternal effect variants, we aimed to
estimate the contribution of these factors to the etiology of
imprinting mark alterations in a defined patient cohort.

In a first step, the frequency of MLID carriers in our
cohort was determined. By testing 10 imprinted loci on six
chromosomes in lymphocyte DNA from 83 patients ascer-
tained for SRS routine testing, we identified nine ICR1
LOM carriers with additional altered imprinting marks. This
MLID frequency of ~10% corresponds to that from other
studies in the literature (for review: ref. [22]). However, this
frequency is based on results from lymphocyte DNATa
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analyses. As Azzi et al. [30] recently showed by analyses of
other tissues than lymphocytes, the frequency of MLID
among SRS is probably higher due to the mosaic distribu-
tion of the epimutation: In up to 38% of patients the group
identified altered imprinting patterns compatible with
MLID. Thus, it can be assumed that a significant number of
SRS patients currently diagnosed as “isolated” ICR1 LOM
carriers are MLID patients. Clinically, MLID carriers
often exhibit the common SRS phenotype, though addi-
tional features uncommon for SRS can be present (e.g. refs.
[13, 31]). In summary, it can be questioned whether patients
with MLID and those with apparently isolated ICR1
LOM share the same pathoetiology, or whether the
aberrant methylation patterns are caused by different
mechanism.

To answer this question, we searched for molecular
alterations in genes contributing to the subcortical maternal
complex as protein complex essential for zygote progres-
sion in the early embryo. For MLID families it could be
shown that maternal effect variants in these factors (i.e.
NLRP2, NLRP5, and NLRP7) can be identified in more than
50% (20 out of 38 cases [17, 18]). However, for families
with isolated ICR1 LOM these genes have not yet been
investigated. By analyzing 21 mothers of ICR1 LOM car-
riers, we identified two variants in the NLRP5 gene. In fact,
the bioinformatic predictions for these variants do not
convincingly proof evidence for their pathogeneity, and
these variants are listed as very rare in the databases.
However, if a functional role as maternal effect variants is
considered, it is well conceivable that they occur in control
populations because they become functional only in the
offspring of female carriers, not in the proband himself/
herself, and therefore escape the identification as patho-
genic. Additionally, the average target region coverage
(20×) did not allow the identification of mosaicism of
putative pathogenic variants.

The identification of putative variants in the NLRP5 gene
is compatible with data from other studies: in offspring of
MLID mothers with NLRP5 variants both maternally and
paternally methylated loci are hypomethylated [17], sug-
gesting the role of NLRP5 in the post-zygotic maintenance
of imprints.

Interestingly, a similar role has been suggested for
NLRP2 based on observations in Nlrp2-/- knock-out mice
[32], and the first NLRP2 variant in a MLID family with a
SRS phenotype has been reported recently [18]. However,
variants in NLRP2 in MLID/SRS families seem to be less
frequent, and among the mothers of ICR1 LOM carriers
NLRP2 variants were not detectable. On the other hand, the
lack of variants in NLRP7 in the cohort of families with the
loss of the paternal imprint at the ICR1 is compatible with
the observation that NRLP7 variants are exclusively asso-
ciated with the loss of maternal imprints, corresponding to

its suggested role in oocyte-specific methylation establish-
ment (for review: ref. [14]).

In fact, both mothers carrying the NLRP5 variants were
heterozygous, and our NGS studies did not provide any clue
to a second variant in the coding regions or exon/intron
boundaries. Though the majority of NLRP5 variant carriers
reported so far show homozygosity or compound-hetero-
zygosity, heterozygosity for a single variant associated with
MLID has already been reported [17], and from observa-
tions in carriers of variants in NLRP7 and other maternal
effect genes there is growing evidence for an autosomal
dominant maternal effect of the variants [15, 18]. It can be
speculated that heterozygosity for NLRP5 variants con-
tributes to a milder phenotype, in the sense that only single
imprinted loci are affected and that reproductive failure is
not observed.

In summary, we hypothesize that apparent isolated ICR1
LOM is the result of heterozygous maternal effect variants
in NLRP5. In fact, in lymphocyte DNA of the patients the
ICR1 LOM was the only locus out of 10 imprinted regions
with aberrant methylation, but further untested loci might be
affected as well. Furthermore, a mosaic distribution of
MLID might delude an isolated ICR1 LOM in lymphocytes
in the patients from our NLRP5 variant families. Unfortu-
nately, we could not determine whereas in other tissues
MLID was present. The latter is corroborated by the data
from Azzi et al. [3] showing that the number of MLIDs
among ICR1 LOM cases increases up to 38% when addi-
tional tissues are analyzed.

Therefore further studies are needed to clarify whether
NLRP variants are restricted to MLID or whether they also
account for imprinting defects of single loci. However, it
can also be hypothesized that heterozygous NLRP5 variants
resemble a milder molecular phenotype than homozygous
variants leading to MLIDs.

Another molecular change resulting in altered ICR1
imprinting patterns are single nucleotide variants (SNVs)
and copy number variants (CNVs) in the OCT4/SOX2
binding sites or neighbored sequences in single SRS
and BWS patients with ICR1 LOM or GOM, respectively
[7, 11, 28]. We therefore aimed to identify SNVs and CNVs
in the regulative elements close to the ICR1 by a targeted
NGS approach, MLPA and SNP array typing but we could
not identify any relevant sequence variant. Thus, we did not
get any evidence for a significant role of molecular changes
in the ICR1, neither of deletions or duplications in 83 ICR1
LOM patients nor of SNVs in 23 patients investigated by
NGS. In fact, we cannot exclude that SNVs are responsible
for the epimutation in single patients, as we analyzed only a
subcohort of patients by NGS, furthermore smaller CNVs or
CNVs with other extents not covered by the MLPA and
array approaches also escape the detection. However, we
could not detect CNVs corresponding to those reported by
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Al Habib and coworkers [28] which were detected with the
same MLPA approach used in this study. In fact, Al Habib
et al. identified only three CNVs in a cohort of 234 ICR
LOM patients (~1.3%), thus it is conceivable that we missed
a similar variant due to the smaller size of our population
(n= 83).

However, it is obvious that CNVs and SNVs in the ICR1
region do not significantly contribute to the etiology of
ICR1 LOM in SRS. Nevertheless, CNV tests should be
included in the diagnostic testing strategy [33], though they
represent a rare cause of this epimutation (<1% (3/317
cases). SNVs in the ICR1 have been identified to cause
GOM in BWS, suggesting that OCT4/SOX2 binding pro-
tects against methylation of this region [28]. Due to this
function, SNVs in OCT4/SOX2 as well as CTCF binding
sites probably do not cause hypomethylation of the paternal
ICR1 allele, but it can be hypothesized that alterations of the
ZFP57 binding sites disturb the maintenance of the paternal
ICR1 imprinting marks. The lack of genomic variants
affecting this binding site is consistent with the exclusion of
variants in ZFP57 in ICR1 LOM patients [10]. As ZFP57
variants cause the PLAGL1-DMR

hypomethylation in TNDM [8], it can rather be postu-
lated that the ZFP57 mediated regulation of imprinting
marks is locus-specific, and only of minor importance if at
all for the regulation of the ICR1 in 11p15.5.

Conclusion

Although aberrant methylation patterns at imprinted loci
significantly contribute to the spectrum of molecular
alterations in Imprinting Disorders, the knowledge on the
molecular causes for the aberrant imprints is limited. Based
on a systematic screening for causative factors in a repre-
sentative cohort of patients with apparently the same epi-
mutation, we tried to contribute to the understanding of the
life cycle of imprinting. We confirm that the causes for
altered imprinting patterns at least in ICR1 LOM carriers
are heterogeneous for the following reasons. (a) The num-
ber of MLID carriers among patients with at first glance
single epimutations might be larger but they currently
escape detection due to mosaic distribution of the MLID.
Further methylome wide studies as well as the analysis of
further tissues might help to confirm or discard the presence
of isolated ICR1 LOM. In fact, the MLID subcohort might
be regarded as an own etiological subgroup, associated with
maternal effect variants in NLRP and related genes. How-
ever, NLRP5 variants might contribute to the etiology of
ICR1 LOM and SRS. (b) In some cases, exogenic factors
like ART might cause altered imprinting patterns. (c)
Genomic variants in the patients themselves might result in
aberrant methylation patterns and need further investigation.

Online databases and prediction tools: dbSNPhttps://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/projects/SNP/; gnomADhttp://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/;
LOVD https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes/NLRP5;
MutationTasterhttp://www.mutationtaster.org/; PolyPhen2http://
genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/; SIFThttp://sift.jcvi.org/
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